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FANTASTIC DAY 
HAIRCUT ONE HUNDRED 2 

! TEMPORARY BEAUTY 
GRAHAM PARKER 9 
CELEBRATION 
U2 9 
THE BEAT IS MINE 
VICKY'D' 16 

| IS IT A DREAM 
: CLASSIX NOUVEAUX _17 
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33 
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ROXY MUSIC 
The new single 

MORE THAN THIS 
Bryan Ferry 

I could feel at the time 

there was no way of knowing 

fallen leaves in the night 

who can say where they’re blowing 

As free as the wind 

and hopefully learning 

why the sea on the tide 

has no way of turning. 

INDIA 
Bryan Ferry 

Produced hy Rhett Davies & Roxy Music, 

Mixed hy Boh Clearmountain. 

©EG MUSIC LID. 1982 





THE NEW SINGLE 

INSTINCTION 

AVAILABLE IN 7"&12" VERSIONS 
12" SINGLE INCLUDES A RE-MIXED VERSION OF CHANT NO. 

AND THE PREVIOUSLY UNRELEASED GENTLY 

INCLUDES A VERSION OF INSTINCTION 









Thundering after his r< 

"Catpeople" that's due out in the 

Bowie wrote and recorded the 

Malcolm McDowel? an^Ncdasha 
Kinski (who played "Tess Of The 
D'Urbervilles") who gets involved 

mystical transference of souls 
between herself and a pack of 
hungry black panthers". All of 
which is reported to be "erotic 
and horrific". 

What next, we ask? "Yellow 
Son Of Baal Goes East With A 

>w Elvis Costello 

Simple Minds ease back into 
the spotlight this week with a 
new single on Virgin called 
"Promised You A Miracle". 
Produced by Pete Walsh, whose 
recent credits include Stevie 

track from the "Sons" collection. 
'Mind maniacs should also 

take note that their American 
label. Stiff, have just released a 
retrospective called "Themes For 
Great Cities: Definitive 
Collection 79-81". It's the 
compilation you've been pining 

band's older (Arista) material 
like "I Travel" and their newer 
(Virgin) territory like "Love 
Song". What's more, the L.P. 
should be easily available here 

school in Britain but has also 
bowled for England and Surrey. 
He still enjoys regular overarm 
action with Surrey Cricket Club. 

Just thought you'd like to 

en's projected concert at Me 
id is now officially off. Press 
rient, apparently, to stop the 

United's Old Trafford football 

ash of portable loos. They had to: 
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in Grange Hill behind her. 
"Monsoon", explains Sheila, 

^is a fusion, a blend, a crossover 

InditTnsand Britons by taking th« 
best from each type of music anc 
blending it together. We want to 
provide a common denominator 
for both cultures and to bring the 
kids closer together." 

"Ever So Lonely" is like a 
Status Quo and Nazareth, 
you might think the most o 

where guitar has been replaced 
by^itar (played by Dari Mankoo) 

called Jhalib). 

spare time interest for Sheila. 
She'd studying for A levels in 
English. History and Geography. 
'Knowledge is a precious thing. i Records in Spring' 

K in. who has been dubbed everything from Soul Brother 
to The Godfather Of Funk (he's been on the go since the 
signed to Island Records. Like everyone who commits 
e's being despatched to their Compass Point Studios in 
rk with the reggae rhythm section of Sly Dunbar and 

STOP PRESS: This month Spandau Ballet come their closest 

Edinburgh Usher Hall (April 1), Scarborough Futurist Theatre (3), 
Manchester Palace Theatre (4), Liverpool Empire (5). Brighton 
Conference Centre (9) and Bournemouth Winter Gardens (10). 
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STEVE 
GRANT 
(Tight Fit) 
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BATTERIES 4™ I" 
NOT /\ | |“ 

' *■ jpfc INCLUDED AFTERTHEFIRE 

i£l *fS! 

/ 
CLASSiX ♦ ~ y# ^ 

Q^y; NOUVEAUX 

IS IT A DREAM 

Things as they have to be 

Satisfaction is it a dream 

No more fighting is it a dream 

-■ • 

f ” 
ijk • — i 

A 
No -ore fighting is It a dream 

New Album & 
Cassette 

single "Rich Boys" 

Words and music by Sal Solo 
Reproduced by permission Chappell Music Ltd-. lyric insert. gg 
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s 
SINGLES 

Reviewed by 

Dave Rimmer 

irtHrtrktrk 

and f ingerlickin' good it is too. 
The old Cilia Black number is 
beautifully delivered by Cilia's 
fellow '60s chanteuse Ms Shaw, 
who's been dragged out of 
retirement and given a pair of 
shoes specially for the occasion. 
Only a little of the electrickery 
you might have expected from 
Messrs Marsh and Ware, but one 
Nick Plytas runs his fingers 
daintily over the grand piano 
and Baps Baptiste of Beggar and 
Co. blows some spine-tingling 
sax. Wizard, but for one thing: 
Hank Marvin of the Shadows is 
supposed to be playing guitar. 

ed if I can hear it. 

ickickicbrk 
ROXY MUSIC: More Than 
This (EG) Weepy of the week. 
Bryan Ferry seems to have only 
one way of singing these days: 
sort of haunted and heartbroken 
like he's about to start sobbing 
any minute. He does it well 

though, and by the time this song 
drifts gently out on a floating 
string refrain I'm about ready to 
start sobbing with him. 

BANANARAMA with the 
TUN BOY THREE: Really 
Saying Something (Deram) 

here, but the sound is much the 
same as recent Fun Boy material. 
This lacks the immediacy of 
" 'Tain't What You Do", but 'tain't 
bad either. The B-side, a 
Londoner's plea to "Give Us Back 
Our Cheap Fare 

ANTI-NOWHERE LEAGUE: I 
Hate People (WXYZ) A 
drearily predictable sub-Sex 

*«_-*-,ord moan a1—* 
icular. "I ho 

they hate9]meT" Well, if this Is 
best you can do, frankly I'm i 

WAR: You Got The Power 
(RCA); ONENESS OF JUJU: 
Every Way But Loose 
(Buddah) Two that have been 
hanging around the disco chart 

HOLGER CZUKAY: Ode to 
Perfume (EMI) A three-minute 
snatch of odd, haunting melody 
edited out of a track which takes 
up one whole side of the 
unpronounceable one's "On The 
Way To The Peak Of Normal" 
album. The album's good, but 

one of the most powerful pair of 
lungs in the business and 

Meanwhile, the backing is 

dance floor material. 

U2: A Celebration (Island) 
These days, what with funk, 

young bands playing 

rarity. U2 play it, though, and 
play it well. Though this Dublin 
combo's popularity has been 
increasing in leaps and bounds 
both here and abroad, they've yet 
to have a hit single. This may be 
the one to do the trick. 

BUCKS FIZZ: My Camera 
Never Lies (RCA) Don't this lot 
ever have any new ideas? Same 
old oompah-oompah rhythm, 

utterly pathetic lyrics: "My 

worth lying for". Too right, so 
here's the truth: sorry Fizz fans, 
this is horrible. 

THE MOBILES: Amour 
Amour (Rialto) What do the 
'Biles think they are? Judging by 

three think they're New 
Psychedelics, one's a 
frilly-shirted New Romantic and 

DEAD OR ALIVE: It's Been 
Hours Now (Black Eyes) With 
his long, straggly multi-coloured 
hair, thick eye make-up and 
flowing clothes, Pete Bums, the 
lead singer of this Liverpool 

version of "Hours", is even more 
spine-chilling than the main one. 
Recommended. 

OGI: Resist Dance (EMI) Jerky 

he Expelled, bi 

2* 

O 
M- 

room. They've looked for him in 
their lampshade. They have, in 
fact, hunted high and low for 
him. Pity they didn't take time 
out to find a good tune. Brill 
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ALBUMS 



E S I L L 
I N R J J 
L D O E O 
L C O T D 
I E R L R 

W I D Y L 
R WW D S 
A T A Y I 
C N A Y A 
X U T R L 
OSAME 
BERKS 
D 0 N A N 
G J B N E 
J L E B R 
E K P R Y 
R C I A U 
R S A R T 
Y M B C I 
R D A W L 
E M N R R 
E O A F E 
D H L I T 
C R G E O 
JERRY 

I TLEMKRALCYOR 
KCYMMATISLLSB 
NEHBKECRDOER I 
HONACREDRMEOL 
RNS I RGAEAEOL L 
AERLOLTLEVJ IM 
YPDRET I M C F I HO 
YPINANMERYWSN 
ENALEYEERAULR 
NRYELFDIYI LGO 
ONAONOYLLECTE 
NNUBB I DDBLJHL 
LHJ PBSVPDT I IT 
AESEMIMOAEMWE 
PE I ANATMSWR L L 
CS I NCNMTHDE FY 
BLONAYINIOEGA 
LAEJWDNNENVRG 
SLRYEAENGKEOL 
GYNEY IMI HSSEA 
DECENALALOOGT 
TYFLDERLBRJJS 
TLEGINNYIAATY 
RGEJONESJ BLHR 
RETRACENELRAC 

s«cuusi$'/&aflg 

^C«or/ J A f;L°5'cKi.rULLsX'fLC,9ir)h 

isr ■* 
,nSAFLOCKOr 

koFfLseagull^ 

rLOCK OF fLOCK Of c 
. -v nr SEACUU5A^ se*GU- .. .^SSk ' " ^AGULLSAfLO^GUL 

^ rLOCK OF 
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scritti m iT« 11 ■ ■ ■ i 

Sweetest boy in all the world 
This life has got so lonely 
Sweetest boy in all the world 
This life has got so lonely 
Sickest group in all the world 
How could they Jo this tome 





. They just groan if you c 

E'bit and he 
Id to go. Tha 

to read Dik's latest fan 1< 
somebody who had bet < 
£100 that the Fashion dri 

IS IT THEIR TURN NEXT? MIKE STAND RECKONS SO 
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1979: Stax records' sleeve for a 1981: Elvis Costello's "Almost Is this what they call "a tribute?' 
blues compilation album called Blue" LP. Obviously designed by The sleeve for The Jam's "Sound Affects" with the original BBC 
"Blue Monday". a Stax fan. Sound Effects album. 
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ROBERT 
PALMER 

HIS NEW ALBUM 

MAYBE IT'S LIVE 
FEATURES THE HIT SINGLE 

SOME GUYS HAVE ALL THE LUCK 
AVAILABLE ON RECORD AND l+I CASSETTE 

ALBUM ILPS9665 JL CASSETTE ICT 9665 
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TIL BEF 
US DO PART 
WHO'S GOT FREE VIDEO GAMES AND BEF ALBUMS? 
WE HAVE ... WANT SOME!? 
Oh, the wonders of technology! Ever heard of an alarm clock that's also 8 video 

launch yourself into a death-defying game of Help The Fireman. Who could ask for 
more? And to cap it all, we're giving away 5 of these cunning gadgets 
ABSOLUTELY FREE! 

Plus we’ve got BEF ALBUMS featuring Gary Glitter, Sandie Shaw. Tina Turner 
and many others. Those kindly souls over at Virgin Records have allowed us 50 

dership. And how best to select 

Your attention, please. Ogle the following two questions, then scribble the 
answers on a postcard (or the back of an envelope) and send it hastily to "Smash 
Hits Video Game Competition" 14 
PE2 OUF, not forgetting your namt 
from the stack on April 15 by the i 

taad, Orton Southgate. 

3BEFCalbumWm 

Question 1: Which Gary Glitter song was recorded by The Human League? Was: 
t a) "I Love You Love Me Love"; b) "Do You Wanna Touch Me?"; c) "Rock And Roll 

Question Two: What does BEF stand for? Is it: a) Bacon and Egg Flans; b) 
British Electric Foundation; c) Bradford Electronic Force? 

FROM I I NEW YORK I 

THE bloods 

EXIT CAT NO EXIT/0T09 
iUTrnTTal" coTos distributed by spartan 

STEVE 
HARLEY 

AND 

COCKNEY REBEL 
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MS I 
MY CAMERA NEVER LIES 



Andy Partridge in foyer of Wiesbaden hotel, suffering from "egg-poisoning". Pic: Eric Watson ^ 36 





»TS: Heft,° r'9ht) Colin Moulding, 
Terry Chamh»rcSteVe Gre90rY and 





; jumped on the Steve Strange 
td-wagon), they will be able 

of public taste? In which 
case you must blame the 
public for the failure of the 
last Spends single. Is it 
really our fault that we 
didn't all like it enough to 
buy it? Does that really 

Gary Kemp has really goofed this 
time ("Never", cry all the Bcrllet^ 

their new album. Diamond . 
and noticed that the second track 
is called "Instinction". 

Now. being a fairly literate 
person, I didn't think this 
sounded quite right. So consult 
the Concise Oxford Dictionary I 
did and there I found no mention 
of said word. I even asked my 
Mum who said. "Instinction? 
Never!" 

So Gary, what is "Instinction"? 
Caroline Hanwood, High 
Wycombe. 

Eureka! I've solved the mystery of 
why Julian Cope keeps plugging 

the episode a week or so ago? 

shop was pinned the sleeve of 
"Kilimanjaro", so it seems they're 
doing a publicity campaign for 
each other. 

Aren't I observant? 
Sam, a McEnroe fan (Yes, he's got 

The Associates' new single is a 
bit much. That jazzy bass is 
all-too-familiar to Japan fans. 
The lead vocalist — is he trying 
to imitate D. Sylvian? If so. he's 
making an awful job. The whole 

point towards Japan. Too many 
people have copied Japan — if 
not directly with their music, 
then definitely with their style. 

It's a great pity that people 

Japan fan. Lines. 

I tried not to, but 
could put if off nc 

I first started buying 
(yuch, what an awfu 
booklet, back in the good old 
days of 19Pn-L 

happened to "informative", I 
hear you asking? 

Well, you have now reduced 
yourselves to printing such trivia 
as fave foods, clothes etc. of 
featured artists. And, as if that 
weren't enough, you tend to 

chapettes already in the 
40 







FREE BADGES 





THE TOP 
WITH EARTH WIND & FIRE AT WEMBLEY ARENA 

OUR MAN IN BLOCK E: DAVID HEPWORTH 

I'm told that Earth Wind & Fire 
have toned down their stage act 
of late. Presumably this means 
that the drummer no longer plays 
his solo upside down like he 
used to. What remains, however, 
is anything but low-key. 

The first character to appear on 
the spacious Wembley stage is 
actually Darth Vader. He 
lumbers around for a little while 
before fleeing in the face of an 
eagle-shaped hologram which, 
according to the booming 

over the p.a., is bringing us "the 
three strongest elements in the 
Universe - Earth Wind & Fire". 

And here they are — well, 
three of them at least — poised at 
the top of the ramp centre stage 
in some of the most preposterous 
clothing ever seen. In matching 
smiles they come slinking down 
the ramp — Phillip Bailey and 
Ralph Johnson flanking their 
employer, Maurice (that's 
Mo-reece) White, the 
unquestioned guvnor in all 
matters Earth Wind & Fire, the 
veteran musician who put 
together the group at the end of 
the 60s and has piloted it through 
the subsequent years and eleven 
albums with the combination of 
hard business sense and windy 
philosophising that's usually the 
mark of the successful American 
preacher. 

But I digress. The singers have 
been joined by another five 
musicians in an elaborately 
choreographed dance routine. 
That makes eight. The ninth, the 
drummer, makes his entrance, 
with kit, through a hole in the 
floor. (I'm not making this up.) 
That's the signal for proceedings 
to really, er. get down. 

Men toting horns trot on from 
the wings, those already present 
take up their instruments and 
eventually, when they've quit 
prancing around, jogging on the 
spot and high-kicking, your eyes 
focus on the fact that there are 
now no less than fourteen of them 
— all in brocade-and-bacofoil 
creations slashed to the waist — 

in the rafters; the three singers 
send their shimmering, 
interwoven harmonies out to the 
back of the hall and beyond; the 
horns make Dexy's sound like a 

death-defying, seat shaking 
grooves for which Earth Wind & 
Fire are justly famous. 

Verdine White, he of the smile 
that gets you noticed, goes 
cantering up and down the ramp, 
leaping off it and scissor-kicking 
while simultaneously knocking 
out a great beast of a bass line; 
the drums are disturbing the dust 

demonstration of just how well 
each individual member of the 
group can play their instruments. 

Nearly all of them get a solo 
spot. The synthesiser interlude 

Roland Bautista actually had the 
temerity to attempt to impress 
the audience by playing guitar 
behind his back (gosh j and then 
with his teeth (double gosh). 
one’s patience was severely 
strained. 

In the nick of time they 
managed to pick up the threads 
and head for The Big Finish. 
Simmering gently with "After 
The Love Has Gone", they 
followed it with a superb 
"Fantasy" and crowned that with 
Tve Had Enough". 

At this point Darth Vader 
returned, like some astral 
landlord come up to complain 
about the noise (by spaceship). A 

Darth is obviously a bit down 
on Earth Wind & Fire. You can 
tell by the way he picks up 
chubby saxophonist Andrew 
Woo If oik and drops him down a 
trapdoor in the stage 
(presumably into a fiery furnace). 

This behaviour miffs Mo-reece. 
He flings off his glittery top, dons 
the official EW&F cloak and 
moves towards Darth with the 
intention of sorting him out for 
good and all. They jockey for 
position. Darth flings 
flashpowder. Mo-reece sidesteps 
and responds by raising an arm 
to enlist the wrath of God. 

God sends in the lasers. From 
every part of the hall they come, 
bearing down on Darth and 
eventually causing him and 
spaceship to disappear in a large 
puff of smoke. Good triumphs. 
Everyone claps. "Ladies and 
gentlemen, good night!'' 

They come back of course, all 
fourteen of them linking hands 
across the front of the stage, and 
then hit "Let's Groove". 8,000 
people comply. If only the whole 
show had been conducted with 

OH***® 



The Fixx: Glasgow Maestro Club 
(April 4). Sheffield Limit Club (6), 

Orange Juice: Edinburgh 
Valentino's (April 4). Glasgow 
Mayfair (6). 

ToDRanHADril 6? Briahton*0 
Sherrys (20), Oxford Blades (23). 






